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Why I Give:

Kate & Mark McAllister

When Kate and Mark McAllister
bought their home in a beautiful
Philadelphia suburb, they never planned
on their child attending a private school
since they were moving to one of the
most highly-ranked public school districts
in the nation. However, when their
daughter Bryn entered kindergarten, they
quickly realized that public school might
not be the best fit for her, as she began
to struggle in the classroom and lose
confidence in her abilities.
Throughout Bryn’s kindergarten
and first grade years, the McAllisters
followed the school’s suggestions and
tried support programs to supplement
Bryn’s classroom experience. “All of their
programs seemed to be geared toward
kids who weren’t being read to or didn’t
have exposure to reading,” says Kate.
“They didn’t seem to be geared toward
a child who actually had a different way
of learning or different needs than the
typical student. By the end of first grade,
Bryn’s self-esteem was at rock bottom.”
The McAllisters decided to
have Bryn privately tested. Kate recalls
that the tests revealed that Bryn’s
reading rate and fluency showed a
“clear disconnect.” On the advice of the
psychologist who administered the test,
the McAllisters attended a Benchmark
Open House. Kate was soon convinced
that Bryn needed a program like
Benchmark. Mid-way through second
grade, they enrolled a reluctant Bryn.
Fortunately, the changes came swiftly.
“We saw the impact Benchmark
had on Bryn immediately,” says Kate.
“In terms of not just her reading but her
self-confidence and her ability to selfadvocate. We knew that Bryn was in the
right place and wanted to do anything
we could to support Benchmark.”
Mark and Kate are now faithful
donors to The Benchmark Fund. They

choose to give out of an appreciation
for how Benchmark’s curriculum and
teaching methods work for students
who learn differently. They see that Bryn
has learned to think creatively, to look at
subjects with a broad perspective, and to
explore the strategies she has learned to
facilitate her own growth. Mark and Kate
believe that all of these skills will benefit
Bryn and her classmates for the rest of
their lives. For those reasons, when the
McAllisters were given the opportunity to
be one of the benefactors of the school’s
new Aquaponics program (see sidebar),
they jumped at the chance.
“We think it’s the handson learning opportunities and the
conceptual learning that the kids
remember and gives them a greater
understanding of the world,” says Kate.
“We love that Benchmark teaches that
way and they teach it in so many cool
ways. To us, supporting the Aquaponics
program seemed like a no-brainer.
“Before Bryn came to
Benchmark, she would get frustrated and
a wall would go up. She would be done,”
Kate continues. “Now, she knows if she
starts to get frustrated, she just has to
step back and try a different strategy.
She has this whole toolbox that she can
tap anytime she needs to. She’s learned
perseverance, she’s confident, she wants
to learn, she likes to be a leader, and
she’s always participating.
“Coming to Benchmark has
been the most important and influential
decision we have made as parents,
without a doubt,” Kate says. “It’s the
most important thing we did for Bryn.
We are forever grateful to Benchmark.”
Interested in giving to
Benchmark School? Benchmark’s fiscal
year ends June 30, 2018. For giving
opportunities, visit BenchmarkSchool.
org/giving.

The McAllister Family
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